
1. SPATIAL VISION 
 
Centre-surround antagonism - ganglion cells have this quality  

▪ Two different areas of the cell that work in opposition to each other  
▪ 2 types 

- On centre  

• Light falling in middle = increase in ganglion 
activity 

• Light falling on outside = decrease in 
ganglion cell activity   

• Final response level is a results of this 
excitation and inhibition  

• Tell us how bright an areas is and helps us 
detect luminance increments  

- Off centre  

• Light inside = decreased activity 

• Light outside = increase activity  

• Tells us how dark area is and help us detect luminance decrements  

• They compliment on centre cells  
▪ The response the cell does show = balance of excitation and inhibition  
▪ Firing rate varies and cells can’t cover all of that – that why there 2 cells as it much easier to cover light 

and dark cells with both sets  
▪ 2 cells make it easy to detect both dark and light areas  

 
 Illusions explained (on centre)  

▪ Simultaneous lightness contrast illusion 
- Stimulation of the central (excitatory) region is identical – only difference is that the cell on the 

left has less light in the surround. Less inhibition = more ganglion cell firing = central square on left 
is perceived as being brighter  

▪ The Hermann Gridd = illusory dark patches at the intersections  
- Stimulation of the 2 central excitatory regions is identical – cells at the intersection gets lighter on 

the surround, i.e. more inhibition compared to the one on the white bar  
- Why are the grey patches more in the outside? When we move our eye around, repetive fields 

tend to belarger. Therefore the illusion works best when excitatory portions of the RFs fit into the 
intersections, with inhibitory surrounds overlapping the darker squares. When the RFs are too 
small (or intersections are too large), the eccentricity then there will be no grey patches.  

 
lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) properties  

▪ Similar to ganglion cells properties – centre-surround antagonism  
▪ 6 layers that are retinotopically organised  
▪ All of the cells in the LGN are monocular  

- Both eyes have input to LGN, but each eye goes separate layers – they only take input from one 
eye not both eyes (each single cells)  

- Layers 1,4,6 from contralateral eye (different sides as LGN Structure)  
- Layers 2,3,5 from ipsilateral eye (same side as LGN structure) 

▪ Only produces input from the opposite/contralateral visual field  
▪ Each layer has a property: Magnocellular (big) vs parvocellular (small) 

- Differ in size receptive fields = m is large and p is small 
- M response are much faster than p cells  
- M cells are more sensitive  
- M specialises/ most suited for motion  
- P specialises/most suited for encoding colour  

▪ Kiniocellular – are in-between m and p layers  
- Function = blue/yellow colour  

 
 



Primary visual cortex (V1) 
▪ Optic radiations carry neural signals for LGN to V1 
▪ It is rentinotopic = meaning neighbouring cells have retinal RFs next to eachother 
▪ Cortical magnification = more cortex devoted to fovea 
▪ Selective for orientation (A) = many channels selective to different angles 

- Cells respond to an edge or a bar with a particular preferred orientation within its RF – so some 
will be highly desirable of long bars and therefore will fire best for long bars and let information 
through  

- Reduce activity results an orientation departs from the preferred  
- Bandwidth = a measure of the range of orientations to which the cells fires  
- Small bandwidth = sharp tuning = narrow bandwidth  
- Large bandwidth – broad tuning  

▪ Selective for eye-of-origin (B)  
- Ocular dominance ranges 1-7 
- 1 and 7 purely monocular  
- Others are binocular – taking from 2 eyes  
- Binocular neurons play a role in estimation depth  

▪ Organisation  
- V1 is organised into orientation columns = each column has preferred orientations  
- Also composed of columns of ocular dominance – each column’s cells take inputs from the same 

eye  
- Both eyes and 180 degrees of orientation makes a hypercolumn  
- Ice cube model = tells you about small areas of visual organisations  

▪ Types of V1 cells  
 

Types Suggestions  Building receptive fields   

Simple cells  -Respond to an oriented stimulus in a 
particular location within their RF  
-Can be bar detectors (responding to a 
particular bar) or edge detectors 
(responding to a particular edge) 
-light bar must in a particular place = 
has to have correct orientation 

-Simple sets could be built out of 
retinal ganglion cells  
-Sum the inputs of ganglion cells 
whose RFs are appropriately 
arranged – reinforces the cells  

 
Complex cells -Also response to stimulus in a 

particular orientation, however, 
doesn’t care where that feature is = 
Respond to an oriented stimulus 
anywhere within their RF 

-Connecting several simples cells 
-same orientation preference 
-Different edge locations 
-Connect with an OR operation  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Hyper-complex cells  -Tuned to a particular orientation 
-Doesn’t care where this feature is 
-However, it prefers edged or bars 
over particular lengths  
-AKA end stocked cells  

-Connect several complex cells to 
construct an end-stopped cell  

 
▪ Detecting edges that aren’t even there  

- Presence of an illusory edge could be singled by interconnected hyper-complex cells 
 
Explaining Orientation aftereffect = Prolonged exposure tilted bars makes subsequent seen vertical lines appear 
titled in opposite direction   

▪ Population coding = The orientation of a pattern is encoded not just by the responding of a single 
orientation of a channel but by the pattern of responses across all of the cells – all of the different 
orientation channels  

▪ Orientation coding  
- 0-degree stimulus – Most firing in cells tined to vertical. Firing rate diminished with preferred 

orientation of cell 
- 22-degree stimulus – max resp. from 22-degree cells  
- 10-degree stimulus – there are no 10-degree neurons = firing in 0-degree and 22-degreee neurons 

(and others) can tell us that orientation was in between  
**Orientation of information is not in a single cell, but in the distribution of activity in a 
population of cells = population coding  

- Prolonged 22-degree stimulus – most firing in cells preferring 22-degree = after a while, cells 
adapts (become less sensitive) – still see the same but less sensitive  

- Now present 0-degree test stimulus  

• Due to adaptation, cells preferring a clockwise tilt fires less than when unadapted 

• Cells preferring anticlockwise tilt are unaffected 

• Distribution of the population activity shifted anticlockwise  

• Pattern appears tilted anticlockwise  
- Adapting to large tilts – when adapting and testing orientations are very different there will be no 

effect on perceived orientation  
 
Grating and spatial frequency  

▪ Measured in cycles (i.e. dark and light stripes per degree of visual angle –degree of visual angel  
▪ This is spatial frequency (SF)  

- Fat stripes have a low spatial frequency  
- Thin straps have a high spatial frequency 

▪ Any visual image that you see can be Brocken down into a sum of sign wave gratings, each with their own 
spatial frequency and amplitude, orientation, phase and contrast.  

▪ Cells are selective for SF, phase and orientation  
▪ Responses increased with increasing contrast  

 
Multiple spatial scales  

▪ Each image contains information at multiple spatial scales 
▪ Low SFs carry course scale info 
▪ High SFs carry fine scale info  

  
Contrast sensitivity function (CSF)  

▪ Used to see if we are better at seeing high frequency or low frequency patters  
▪ Dividing 1 by the threshold to yield sensitivity  

 


